
Autominder: A Planning, Monitoring, andReminding Assistive AgentMartha E. Pollack� Colleen E. McCarthyy Ioannis TsamardinoszSailesh Ramakrishnan� Laura Brown� Steve Carrion� Dirk Colbry�Cheryl Orosz� Bart Peintner��Arti�cial Intelligence LaboratoryUniversity of Michiganpollackm@umich.eduyDepartment of Computer Science zDepartment of Biomedical InformaticsUniversity of Pittsburgh Vanderbilt UniversityAbstract.The percentage of elderly people in the population is increasing ata phenomenal rate [14]. A signi�cant challenge faced by many elderlyis a decline in cognitive functioning, particularly in memory. In thispaper, we describe Autominder, an automated agent designed to serveas a \cognitive orthotic", assisting an elderly client in carrying out therequired activities of daily life (ADLs), by providing her with timely andappropriate reminders. In generating these reminders, the goal is to bal-ance three objectives: (i) maximizing the client's compliance in perform-ing ADL's; (ii) maximizing the level of caregiver and client satisfactionwith the system; and (iii) avoiding making the client overly reliant onthe system. Towards these ends, Autominder stores and updates plansrepresenting a client's ADLs, tracks their execution, learns the typicalbehavior of the client with regard to the execution of these plans, andprovides select reminders of the activities to be performed. Autominderis being designed as part of the Initiative on Personal Robotic Assistantsfor the Elderly [12], a project aimed at developing robotic systems toassist elderly persons with memory impairment.1 IntroductionThe percentage of elderly people in the population is increasing at a phenomenal ratein the United States [14], as well as in many other parts of the world. Indeed, thenumber of people residing in nursing homes in the U.S. is projected to double or tripleby 2030. It has been shown that the quality of life for people remaining in their ownhomes is generally better than for those who are institutionalized [17]; moreover, thecost for institutional care can be much higher than the cost of care for a patient athome. Unfortunately, a signi�cant challenge faced by many elderly people is a declinein cognitive functioning, particularly in memory. Such a decline can make it diÆcultfor someone to organize and regularly perform their necessary activities of daily living(ADLs), such as taking medicine correctly, eating, drinking water, toileting, perform-ing physical exercises (e.g., \Kegel" bladder exercises), performing routine hygiene,engaging in recreational activities (e.g., watching television, attending a Bingo game),



and going to medical appointments.1 This inability to adequately perform ADLs cannecessitate institutionalization.In this paper, we describe Autominder, an automated agent designed to serve as a\cognitive orthotic", assisting an elderly client in carrying out the required activitiesof daily life by providing her with timely and appropriate reminders. In generatingthese reminders, the goal is to balance three objectives: (i) maximizing the client'scompliance in performing ADL's; (ii) maximizing the level of satisfaction with thesystem of both the client and the caregiver(s); and (iii) avoiding making the client overlyreliant on the system and possibly decreasing, rather than increasing, her independence.Towards these ends, Autominder stores and updates plans representing a client's ADLs,tracks their execution, learns the typical behavior of the client with regard to theexecution of these plans, and provides carefully chosen and timed reminders of theactivities to be performed. Autominder relies on a number of AI techniques, includinginterleaved planning and execution, sophisticated temporal reasoning, and reasoningunder uncertainty.Autominder is being designed as part of the Initiative on Personal Robotic Assistantsfor the Elderly (Nursebot)[12], a multi-university collaborative project.2 The initialfocus of this initiative is the design of an autonomous robot, currently called Pearl,that will \live" in the home of an elderly person. Autominder is a central element ofPearl's software. Several prototype versions of Autominder have been fully implementedin Java and Lisp. Although the most recent version has not yet been installed on Pearl,an earlier version was used in an exploratory �eld test with elderly users in June, 2001.In the next section, we provide a thorough overview of Autominder's architecture,and of the existing and novel AI techniques we are using. Section 3 briey discussesthe issue of the kinds of platforms{robotic or software{on which Autominder might beinstalled. Section 4 describes related work on cognitive orthotics, and �nally, Section 5summarizes and points to ongoing and future work on this topic.2 Autominder ArchitectureAutominder grew out of our earlier work on plan management, in particular, the PlanManagement Agent (PMA), a prototype intelligent calendar tool [15]. PMA consistsprimarily of a plan manager, a system that stores a client's plans, updating them as theclient adds, deletes, or modi�es constraints on those plans, and/or executes actions inthem. A central task for PMA is to ensure that there are no conicts amongst the client'splans, instead suggesting alternative ways to resolve potential conicts. An extensionof PMA's main component now serves as the Plan Manager (PM) for Autominder.There are two additional components essential to Autominder: a Client Modeler(CM)and a Personal Cognitive Orthotic (PCO). The overall architecture is illustrated inFigure 1. What is not apparent in the �gure is that the system is event-driven and allcommunication between components is routed through a message-handling component.1In fact, the list of activities we are covering extends beyond the set usually included under theheading of ADLs. We should also note that in the early versions of the Autominder, we are not directlyissuing reminders about medicine-taking, due to safety concerns: we want to ensure the correctness ofAutominder before seeking FDA approval to include medicine reminders.2The initiative includes researchers from the University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing and De-partment of Computer Science, Carnegie Mellon University Robotics Institute and Human-ComputerInteraction Department, and the University of Michigan Department of Electrical Engineering andComputer Science.



Figure 1: Autominder Architecture (simpli�ed: Message Handler Omitted)However, to make the ow of information clearer, we have omitted this component fromthe diagram, and just show the intended source and destination of each type of message.In Autominder, the caregiver initially inputs a description of the activities the clientis supposed to perform, as well as any constraints on, or preferences regarding, thetime or manner of their performance. Subsequently, updates to the plan (e.g., a newdoctor's appointment) can be made by a caregiver and, with certain restrictions, theclient herself. Plan information ows directly to the PM, which, like PMA, checksfor consistency and provides ways of resolving potential conicts (e.g., using the toiletbefore leaving for the doctor's oÆce).Pearl, the robot on which Autominder is installed, has various sensors{camera,microphone, infrared, etc. - and it sends sensory information to the CM. Note thatthe pixels-to-predicates problem is solved by software outside of the Autominder: theAutominder receives reports of the form \client went to kitchen" or \toilet ush heard".The CM uses the sensor information, along with the client's plan itself, to infer whetherthere is an indication that a planned activity has been initiated or has ended (e.g., goingto the kitchen around the normal dinner time may indicate that the client is beginningdinner). If the likelihood is high that a planned activity is being executed, the CMreports this to the PM, which can then update the client's plans by recording thetime of execution and propagating any a�ected constraints to other activities (e.g., ifthe client is supposed to take medicine no less than two hours after eating, the timefor medicine-taking can be made more precise upon learning that the client is havingdinner). Over time, the CM also constructs a model of the client's typical plan executionpatterns (e.g., that the client usually remembers to take medicine in the morning, butfrequently forgets in the evening). It is important to distinguish between the clientplan, which models the activities that the caregiver would like the client to perform andis maintained by the PM, and the client model, which models the system's expectationsof what the client has done and will do.The �nal component of Autominder is the PCO, which uses both the client plan andthe client model to determine what reminders should be issued and when. Ultimately,the PCO will also make use of information provided by the caregiver or client abouttheir preferences as to how and when the activities should be executed, consistent withthe requirements of the plan.



2.1 The Plan ManagerThe primary job of the Plan Manager (PM) is to maintain an up-to-date model ofthe plan (the ADLs) that the client should execute. Initially, a routine daily plan issubmitted to the PM. This plan may then be changed in one of three ways: (i) bythe addition of new activities 3; (ii) by the modi�cation or deletion of (constraints on)activities already in the plan; (iii) by the execution of one of the planned activities. Inthe �rst two cases, PM performs plan merging [21, 8, 20, 19]: to ensure that the changedoes not introduce a conict. In the third case, it propagates the constraints a�ectedby activity execution, as described in the example above.To adequately represent the client plans, it is essential to support a rich set oftemporal constraints: for example, we may need to express that the client should take amedication within 15 minutes of waking, and then eat breakfast between 1 and 2 hourslater. We model client plans as Disjunctive Temporal Problems (DTP) [13, 18] anduse an eÆcient algorithm for checking their consistency, which we developed in [19].The DTP is an expressive framework for temporal reasoning problems that extendsthe well-known Simple Temporal Problem (STP) [5] by allowing disjunctions, and theTemporal Constraint Satisfaction Problem (TCSP) [ibid.] by removing restrictions onthe allowable disjunctions. Formally, a DTP is de�ned to be a pair <V;C>, where{ V is a set of variables (or nodes) whose domains are the real numbers, and{ C is a set of disjunctive constraints of the form: Ci : x1�y1� b1 _ : : : _ xn�yn� bn,such that xi are yi are both members of V , and bi is a real number.A solution to a DTP is an assignment to each variable in V such that all the constraintsin C are satis�ed. If a DTP has at least one solution, it is consistent.Within the PM, we assign a pair of DTP variables to each activity in the client'splan: one variable represents the start time of the activity, while the other representsits end time. We can easily encode a variety of constraints, including absolute timesof events, relative times of events, and event durations, and can also express ranges foreach of these.To propagate new constraints and to check for consistency, the PM uses our Epilitissystem [19]. The approach to DTP solving taken in the literature has been to convertthe original problem to one of selecting one disjunct, xj�yj� bj, from each constraintCi 2 C, and then checking that the set of selected disjuncts forms a consistent STP.Checking the consistency of and �nding a solution to an STP can be performed inpolynomial time using shortest-path algorithms [5]. The computational complexity inDTP solving derives from the fact that there are exponentially many sets of selecteddisjuncts that may need to be considered; the challenge is to �nd ways to eÆcientlyexplore the space of disjunct combinations. This has been done by casting the disjunctselection problem as a constraint satisfaction processing (CSP) problem [18, 13] or asatis�ability (SAT) problem [1]. Epilitis combines and extends the previous approaches,in particular by adding no-good learning, and achieves a speed-up of two orders ofmagnitude on a range of benchmark problems [19]. For typical problems we have so farstudied in the Autominder domain, performance is well within the acceptable range,typically taking less than 10 seconds.3Note that the PM includes a library of precomputed methods for common activities, so thatinformation need only be provided about \top-level" activities, such as going to a doctor's appointment.Lower level activities, such as arranging for transportation, will then automatically be inserted in theplan.



2.2 Client ModelerThe second major component of Autominder is the Client Modeler (CM). As the Auto-minder client goes about her day, sensor information is sent to the CM. The CM is thenresponsible for two tasks: (i) inferring what planned activities the client has performed,given sensor data; and (ii) learning a model of the client's expected behavior. Thesetasks are synergistic, in that the client model developed is used in the inference task,while the results of the inference are used to update the model.The client's expected behavior is represented with a new reasoning formulism calleda Quantitative Temporal Dynamic Bayes Net (QTDBN). Essentially, a QTDBN com-bines a standard Bayes net which reasons about all temporal aspects of the client'sactivities, and a dynamic Bayes net (DBN) which reasons about the activities currentlybeing executed. Together, they represent an entire day of activities. Nodes in each timeslice of the DBN are random variables representing all of the following:1. the incoming sensor data (e.g., client has moved to kitchen);2. the actual execution of planned activities (e.g., client has started breakfast); and3. whether a reminder for each activity has already been issued.Initially, the model is derived from the client plan, by making two assumptions: �rst,that all activities in the plan will, with high probability, be executed by the clientwithout reminders within the time range speci�ed in the plan, and second, that theactual time of an activity can be described by a uniform probability density functionover the range associated with that activity.The CM uses sensor data and the current time to update the model. Each timesensor data arrives, the CM performs Bayesian update. If an activity execution node'sprobability rises above a threshold, the activity is believed to have occurred, and theCM noti�es the rest of the system.Over time, the CM should revise its model of the client's expected behavior. Assuggested above, it might learn that the client usually remembers on her own to takemedicine in the morning, but forgets in the evening{or it might learn that if the clienteats breakfast early, she usually eats lunch early in the allowable lunch period also. Bydefault, the CM creates its model based solely on the client plan created by the PM.For example, if the plan states that lunch must be eaten 3-4 hours after breakfast, theCM will encode that information in the probability table of the EatLunch action. Overtime, the CM may learn that this relation does not hold when the client eats breakfastbefore 7am. The CM can then adjust the probability table to encode both the originalrule and the learned exception.2.3 Personalized Cognitive OrthoticWe have described how Autominder stores and updates the client's plan, tracks its exe-cution, and learns the client's typical behavior patterns. We now describe the Personal-ized Cognitive Orthotic (PCO), the system component that decides what reminders toissue and when. The PCO identi�es those activities that may require reminders basedon their importance and their likelihood of being executed on time as modeled in theCM. It also determines the most e�ective times to issue each required reminder, takingaccount of the expected client behavior, and any preferences explicitly provided by the



client and the caregiver.Finally, the PCO provides justi�cations as to why particularactivities warrant a reminder.The PCO treats the generation of a reminder plan as a satis�cing problem. It isrelatively easy to create a reminder plan that is minimally acceptable: it simply involvesissuing a reminder at the earliest start time of every activity. However, such a plan islikely to do a poor job of satisfying the caregiver and client, and it does not attendat all to the objective of avoiding overreliance on the part of the client. Producing ahigher-quality reminder plan is more diÆcult: not only does such a plan need to takeaccount of whether a reminder is really necessary, but it must also take account theclient's expected behavior, her preferences, and interactions amongst planned activities.The PCO handles this problem by adopting a local-search approach called Planning-by-Rewriting (PbR) [3, 2]. It begins by creating the initial reminder plan as just suggested(reminders at the earliest possible time), and then performs local search, using a set ofplan-rewrite rules to generate alternative candidate reminding plans. For example, thesystem contains a rule that deletes reminders for activities that have low importanceand that are seldom forgotten by the client. Another rule spaces out reminders foractivities for the same type of action: for instance, instead of issuing eight remindersin a row to drink water, the PCO will attempt to spread these reminders out throughthe day. Note that if the resulting reminders would violate any constraints in the clientplan, then it will not be considered further. Rules may also be domain dependent,encoding speci�c preferences of the client or the caregiver, e.g., �nish drinking all waterby 5pm if possible.The PCO eliminates any plan that does not contain reminders for all activities thatare mandatory for the safety and well-being of the client, such as doctor's appointmentsand dietary requirements. Beyond that, the ascribed quality of a reminder schedule willbe increased if the reminder times take account of the expected and preferred times ofexecution; if the schedule includes a single reminder for two or more activities that mayoverlap temporally and that share preconditions; if potential conicts among activitieshave been identi�ed and avoided; if reminders are generally separated in time ratherthan clustered into a short time period; and if reminders are not included for activitiesthat have already been initiated.The PCO is also designed to enable the generation of justi�cations for reminders.Justi�cations are motivated by the hypothesis that client adherence to plans may beimproved when the reasoning behind the existence and timing of a reminder is provided.For example, a reminder of the form \If you take your medicine now, you will not haveto do it in the middle of your show," may be more compelling than the simple message\Time for medicine." In generating a justi�cation for a reminder, PCO can make useof the underlying client plan, the preferences of the caregiver and the client, and theparticular rewrite rules used in creating the current reminder plan.3 Autominder on the Robot PlatformA reasonable question to ask is whether a mobile robot is an appropriate platform for acognitive orthotic; competing alternatives range from hand-held devices, to traditionaldesktop or laptop computers, to \intelligent houses" with multiple sensors [9]. We seeseveral potential advantages to the use of mobile robots. Handheld devices and desk-top/laptop computers have impoverished sensing capabilities and little to no remindingcapabilities; moreover, handheld devices may be inappropriate for the targeted class ofusers, who may have a tendency to misplace them. While intelligent houses can perform



sophisticated sensing, they are expensive to build, and elderly people may not want tomove from the homes in which they already live. Retro�tting an existing house mayalso be quite expensive, and once the client moves out, the sensors may no longer beuseful. In contrast, an intelligent robotic assistant can \move" to the home of a newclient once a previous client is done with it. Additionally, there may be independentreasons to furnish an elderly person with a mobile-robot assistant, for instance if therobot can stimulate social interaction and/or can provide physical assistance (e.g., helpin getting out of chair). In that event, it would be cost-e�ective to piggyback a cogni-tive orthotic onto the mobile robot. It is worth noting, however, that the Autominderarchitecture could be readily used with other sorts of platforms.4 Related ResearchThe literature on cognitive orthotics is relatively new, the �rst survey of the cognitiveprosthetic �eld was done by [4]. Cognitive prosthetics and/or orthotics deal with a largenumber of varying physiological de�ciencies, traumatic brain injury, stroke, neurologicaldisease, Alzheimers, etc. Early approaches to organizing activities and providing clueswere developed by Kirsch & Levine[10] and Henry & Friedman et al. [7]. The PEATsystem[11] however, is the most similar system to Autominder that we are aware of,and the �rst to use AI techniques. PEAT is a commercial system delivered on a hand-held device, which, like Autominder, is designed to provide its user with remindersabout her daily activities. PEAT maintains and dynamically updates a calendar of itsclient's activities. Autominder di�ers from PEAT in a number of ways: Autominderhandles client plans with complex temporal constraints, it attempts to infer its client'sactions, it learns the client's typical behavior patterns, and it reasons about the qualityof alternative reminder plans. The large literature on workow systems (e.g., [6]) isalso relevant to Autominder, since workow systems are designed to guarantee thatstructured tasks are performed by humans in a timely manner. Discussion of somee�orts to integrate AI planning technology with workow tasks is given in [16].5 ConclusionsWe have described the architecture of Autominder, an agent that provides plan-managementassistance to an elderly client. We have shown how we combine a range of AI technolo-gies to provide cognitive orthotic capabilities, and we have argued that incorporationof real-time client data is integral to the e�ectiveness, autonomy, and user-friendlinessof the system. In addition, we have suggested some reasons for using mobile robots asa platform for Autominder.Prototype versions of Autominder have been implemented, integrated onto a mobilerobot (Pearl), and �eld-tested with elderly people on an abbreviated set of activities.In the current version of the system, the CM does not yet learn client behavior overtime, and the PCO does not yet handle preferences. All other mechanisms describedabove have been implements. In the near future we will be conducting two types ofevaluations. First, we will perform more extensive �eld tests to determine whetherthe set of activities we current model are adequate for actual monitoring of elderlyclients. Second, we will conduct systematic experiments in which we simulate manydi�erent executions for given client plans, and generate alternative reminder plans byvarying the heuristic evaluation functions. These reminder plans will then be assessedby professional healthcare workers.
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